
The RESCUER project, dedicated to advance 
emergency response technologies, reached 

a significant milestone with its 1st Post 
Pilot Workshop held  on the  20th and 21st 

of February 2024. 
Hosted  in Aix-en-Provence, France, the  

event gathered 80 participants for an  
immersive experience with 

the RESCUER system. 

A Successful 
Post-Pilot Workshop

RESCUER 
System in 

Action



Demonstration - 20 February 2024
The highlight of the workshop was an
in-person demonstration of the
RESCUER system, featuring the
implementation of two realistic
emergency scenarios.
Participants had a unique opportunity
to witness the system's capabilities
firsthand, showcasing its effectiveness
in real-world situations.

Conference - 21 February 2024
The subsequent hybrid conference, with both in-person and remote
participation options, provided a platform for deeper engagement. The
morning session commenced with a comprehensive presentation of the
RESCUER project, followed by a debriefing session on the previous
day's demonstration.
The roundtable discussion
focused on two main topics:
• Overview of technologies

for first responders, and
• Better involvement of

end-users in R&D projects:
challenges and solutions.
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The afternoon segment of the conference was devoted to substantive
conversations addressing ways to increase the engagement of
emergency responders in European Research and Development (R&D)
projects.
Discussions emphasized collaborative strategies aimed at enhancing
the coordination between emergency responders and R&D initiatives,
thereby nurturing more robust and efficient partnerships.

In conclusion, the success of the 1st Post Pilot Workshop
highlighted the collective commitment of all participants. The
RESCUER project remains at the forefront of driving progress in
emergency response technologies, with the workshop serving
as a vital platform for invaluable discussions and insights.

Find out more about our future events here

RESCUER was honored to have Philippe Quevauviller from the
Direcorate - General Mitigation and Contrôleur Général Christophe
Mignot from Lyon Metropole Fire Department as keynote speakers
who brought valuable insights and expertise to our roundtable. It was
also a great pleasure to have with us:
• Géraud Canet - French Ministry of Higher Education and Research
• Ives Van Haute - Belgian National Crisis Centre
• Colonel Denis Giordan - Savoie Fire Department
• Marie-Christin Bonnamour - Public Safety Communications Europe
• Claire Charlier - Deloitte Digital
• Sebastien Lahaye - SAFE Cluster
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The 1st Post Pilot Workshop of RESCUER was also a great 
opportunity to collaborate with other projects and included a 

MARKETPLACE with the following projects:
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